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Abstract – Make the cryptocurrency (crypto) industry beginner-friendly
The goal of all Initial Coin Offering (ICO) projects should be encouraging adoption of cryptocurrencies
(cryptos) by lowering entry barriers and making crypto beginner-friendly. The Investment-Buyback-in-
Perpetuity Decentralized Autonomous ICO (IBiPDAICO) aims to create a new financial and token 
distribution (cryptoeconomic) model for ICOs that reduces risk for investors and places it on the 
development team and token issuer. Achieving this by keeping a percentage of raised funds available 
for token buyback at the ICO price in perpetuity. A 100% IBiPDAICO guarantees that the ICO price 
will be the lowest price as long as token/fund economics and distribution (tokenomics) keep the 
circulating supply and buyback fund equivalent. The Unsinkable ICO Standard (TUIS) mathematically 
and immutably guarantees that the ICO price is the lowest price at which the token will ever trade, 
incorporating in pre-ICO bonuses and immutable smart-contract-based circulating supply management 
via the HODL Wallet Stellar Smart Contract (SSC). The IBiPDAICO and TUIS models demand that 
the token issuer focus on the token and token price as the initial product, providing motivation for the 
majority of crowdsourced funds to be used to increase token price, primarily by ensuring buyback. The 
Unsinkable Token (UNSK) will employ this model, acting as a beta test for another project, referred to 
in this paper as “Project X.” Both tokens will be created on the StellarTM Lumens (XLM) network. 
“Project X” Token (“PXT”) will meet The Unsinkable ICO Standard, possibly using an Unsinkable 
50% IBiPDAICO or a continuous token model. PXT will be Unsinkable with an ICO low-price 
guarantee and money*-back guarantee.

*The guarantee cannot cover unforseen  32 loss of funds. It is a mathematical guarantee. Almost all other 
projects that have attempted similar cryptoeconomic models eventually had their funds stolen due to a 
smart contract exploit. They were all built on Ethereum. Many are now facing legal scrutiny as 
suspected pyramid/ponzi schemes and unregistered securities.

15% of the funds generated by UNSK will be used to launch the Unsinkable IBiPDAICO for Project X.

While it has a confusing acronym, the IBiPDAICO methodology is very simple –  your smart contract 
must restrict the circulating supply to an amount that you are willing and able to buyback at ICO price.

TUIS is designed to protect the general public from predatory and/or deceptive ICO tokenomics like 
preferentially priced private sales and pre-ICOs, exit scams, bounty programs, and greedy token 
distributions. Also issuer incompetence.

“The Unsinkable Project” represents a cryptoeconomic ecosystem created by Unsinkable coins/tokens, 
SSCs, and apps that makeup The Unsinkable Collective - built on Stellar.

This project is currently in alpha state and ongoing peer review. The terms and details of this ICO and 
white paper may change until v1.0 is released.
There may be mistakes.

“Stellar” is a trademark of the Stellar Development Foundation. All rights reserved.
The Unsinkable Project is independent and in no way endorsed by or affiliated with The Stellar 
Development Foundation.
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GOAL – Ensure the ICO price is the lowest price at which an asset EVER trades
Those who want to see crypto succeed and go mainstream wish to get rid of the scams and create a new
standard of transparency. The Unsinkable ICO Standard (TUIS) provides token issuers a simple 
methodology for assuring the general public of transparent, low-risk ICO tokenomics. The public has 
been led to believe the ICO price is the beginning, the lowest price. The INITIAL coin offering. The 
Unsinkable Project aims to make that true. The ICO price should be the lowest price an asset ever 
trades for, and Stellar Lumens (XLM) assets are perfect for deploying this standard. Stellar assets have 
a built in trading function. This allows the Stellar network itself to act as a decentralized exchange 
(dex) for assets on its “blockchain.” New assets are trade-able immediately for any other asset on the 
distributed ledger technology (DLT). The Stellar network also supports near instant confirmation times,
negligible transaction costs, and thousands of transactions per second. An ICO can be performed on the
Stellar website in 10 minutes with no coding experience for under $1. These qualities, along with being
impervious to 51% attacks, make a Stellar asset the perfect solution for day to day crypto transactions 
and, if a trustless deflationary tokenomic ecosystem were introduced - prime to replace bitcoin as a 
globally transact-able store of value. 

Primary Goals
The Unsinkable Project – Prove that The Unsinkable ICO Standard should be used in every trustworthy
ICO starting after June 2018.
The Unsinkable ICO Standard – Create a standardized system for ensuring nearly trustless tokenomics, 
protecting the general public from scams and predatory ICOs.
The Unsinkable Token (UNSK) – Create an asset that is ideal for new day traders and high reward/risk 
investors while showcasing the promise of TUIS.
“Project X” Token (“PXT”) – Create a community-governed digital asset capable of being a 
deflationary, “stable,” store of value useful for everyday transactions and as a global currency. 

PROBLEM – ICOs are a bad investment  31

In the current climate it is a very poor short-term financial decision to invest in most ICOs.26 Most are 
scams and even the real projects are often designed with greedy or deceptive short-term tokenomics. 
Many investors, myself included, see most Ethereum ICOs price deteriorate over 50% in the weeks to 
months needed to get listed on major exchanges and spur new investment. Granted, this is sometimes 
very small volume, but it is extremely off-putting to new investors. The smaller investors could have 
gotten a better price on the decentralized markets (dexs) weeks after ICO and often, still, months after 
listing on smaller centralized exchanges. During this time the larger investors, who received below-
ICO pricing, are free to dilute the market and take profits, even suppressing the token price. Also, many
ICOs deploy bounty programs – paid shills – to tout the project on social media in return for free 
tokens, which they also sell below ICO price. The first chance most ICO investors have to make profit 
is when the project finally makes enough progress towards its platform to start drawing in real 
customers and demand for the utility of the token, which can take years. Or gets listed on Binance.

This is a terrible way to treat new ICO investors and crypto novices, causing many to swear off crypto 
and label the entire industry as scams and pyramid/ponzi schemes. 

The current ICO scene is plagued by rampant scams and deception. Investors are led to believe the ICO
price is the beginning - the lowest price available. When in reality, most ICOs today had extensive 
private sales or pre-ICOs for large investors offering 50-1000%+ bonuses compared to the ICO price 
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offered to the little guys - the general public. Calling something an INITIAL coin offering when it most
certainly is NOT is incredibly deceptive and misleading. More like Initial Public Offering. Due to the 
current speculative nature of crypto, these ICO companies often hit the open markets with absurdly 
high market valuations, often fueled by large investors who received preferential token pricing. A 
company whose only accomplishments are creating a cryptocoin, making a website, and getting listed 
should not be currently valued in the tens, and certainly not hundreds of millions of dollars simply 
because it has the potential to upset a multi-billion dollar industry in 5-10 years.

The large investors who were given preferential pricing have access to immediate profit from the 
unsuspecting general public, who mistakenly believe they are getting the best price. This is 
characteristic of pyramid/ponzi schemes and the “golden parachutes” of big business executives.

When a company chooses to ICO they have decided they are releasing another product in addition to 
their planned utility platform. A crypto token. This is their initial product and most of their initial 
customers are crypto investors, speculative investors, ICO flippers, and day traders. Therefore, the bulk
of the funds should be allocated to improving that product. A platform that will disrupt an established 
industry will likely take years to achieve 1-10% market capture.

Founders and large investors, those with ~1% stake or more, only care about the coin/token market cap,
not the token price. If the company is sold, the large holders get their percentage and all the small 
holders are left with their tokens with a new owner and uncertain future. 

I personally lost $100 on the second ICO I invested in. It was a website for a fake pre-ICO for a 
legitimate upcoming ICO with a lot of hype. Any experienced ICO investor would have seen all the red
flags – 17 telegram members, unprofessional social media with no interaction, weird/sketchy deposit 
interface, etc. The other 3 of my initial ICO investments remain under ICO price to this day, despite 
being promising projects - one of which reached its $25,000,000 ICO hardcap. The ICO scene is not 
beginner-friendly. But it seems to me there is a simple fix...

SOLUTION – The Unsinkable Investment-Back-in-Perpetuity DAICO
I am introducing the concept of the Investment-Back-in-Perpetuity DAICO. The IBiPDAICO. Wow. 
That is an awful acronym. Nonetheless, I think it is a good idea.

A predetermined percentage of the funds collected will ALWAYS be available for investors who lose 
faith to cut and run. If this concept is combined with reasonable pre-sales locked by time and/or 
minimum token price (vested), along with smart contract controlled Unsinkable tokenomics, it can be 
used to mathematically guarantee the token never trades below ICO price. If the token fails, that means 
not a single person wants to buy the token over the ICO price and 100% of the circulating tokens have 
been returned to the buyback account. 

If the company chooses to take the buyback concept even farther, they can employ a Percentage-
Buyback-in-Perpetuity (PBiP) to provide a safety net to newer investors after ICO. Depending on how 
the percentage buyback is offered, the asset can function with the company profits backing the coin, 
similar to a security token offering (STO).

ICOs can become the best investment on the planet with a near infinite reward-to-risk ratio. If you 
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know with 100% mathematical certainty that the ICO price is the lowest price the asset will ever trade, 
every investor should be intrigued by Unsinkable deflationary assets as a store of value. The current 
ICO problem is solved by the IBiPDAICO, and The Unsinkable ICO Standard. 

The Decentralized Autonomous Initial Coin Offering (DAICO) is a concept from blockchain visionary 
and Ethereum creator Vitalik Buterin1 that combines the powerful fundraising capabilities of the ICO 
with the community involvement and democratic leadership of the Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization (DAO). In an Unsinkable IBiPDAICO, developer access to crowdsourced funds is limited
by the circulating supply. Unsinkable ICO investors can effectively “open the tap” on funds by 
immutably locking their tokens until a later date/price, effectively removing their tokens from the 
circulating supply and temporarily forgoing their money-back guarantee. This token locking funding 
“tap” mechanism - immutable HODLing - will be enabled by the HODL Wallet.

Various IBiPDAICO tokenomic details
A 100% IBiPDAICO says that all crowdsourced funds will always be available to buyback all the ICO 
tokens. This offer should initially be made at 100% ICO price (minus network transaction fees) with 
only ICO investor tokens initially circulating. If more coins/tokens are added to the circulating supply it
is up to the dev team what to do, either:

• reduce the buyback price to accommodate all tokens
• leave the buyback price at ICO price and no longer be able to cover the entire circulating supply
• increase the buyback fund to cover the circulating supply at ICO price 

An Unsinkable 100% IBiPDAICO guarantees that the funds necessary to buy the entire circulating 
supply at ICO price will always be available. The amount of buyback funds increases proportionately 
as the circulating supply increases. It is mathematically impossible for the asset to ever trade below 
ICO price, ensured by smart contract.

A 50% IBiPDAICO says that 50% of the funds raised in ICO will always be available for buying back 
tokens, at what price/quantity is up to the project. Ideally at ICO price.

An Unsinkable 50% IBiPDAICO guarantees that funds to buy the entire circulating supply at ICO price
will always be available. However, 50% of ICO tokens will initially be vested. They can only become 
available if the amount of buyback funds increases proportionately to allow the circulating supply 
increase, presumably through profitable company token sales. It is mathematically impossible for the 
asset to ever sell below ICO price, ensured by smart contract.

Unsinkable assets cannot trade below ICO price. ICO price will be the lowest price. Ever.

Unsinkable IBiPDAICOs provide protection and risk-mitigation for ICO investors. A catalyst like PBiP
is likely necessary to spur new investment and encourage token price appreciation. A successful 
Unsinkable asset's price may be many hundreds of times more than the ICO price, leaving no 
protection for new investors. A successful Unsinkable asset could also offer PBiP. Any PBiP coin/token
offers a percentage buyback price that will grow with the asset.

Projects that use FreeCOs are Unsinkable. The ICO price was $0. Without PBiP, an Unsinkable FreeCO
is largely meaningless, basically a giveaway.
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Basic supply and demand for deflationary ICO cryptoeconomics
If there is a fixed token supply and demand goes up, price goes up. So ICO investors want to know that
demand will increase and supply will decrease. Deflationary supply can be accomplished by locking, 
destroying, or hoarding of tokens, likely by speculative investors or devs. There are many ways to 
encourage hoarding. The simplest being to inspire confidence that the asset will be worth more in a 
year than it is now. Many other rewards can be offered to investors who choose to publicly and 
immutably lock their coins, reducing the circulating supply. #HODLGANG

Why don't other projects do this already?
'Cause it's harder than a traditional ICO and the space is very competitive.
It is much easier to get large investors if you offer them preferential pricing.
Most current ICO projects have extremely lofty goals. Claiming they will disrupt MASSIVE industries 
leading to an ASTRONOMICAL speculative valuation, even with extremely minor accomplishments. 
They convince the general public of trustworthiness because of their “partnerships” (private token sale)
with large investors who have nearly guaranteed profit at the ICO investors' expense.

The mathematical valuation22 is simple – what potential market share can this crypto company capture 
and how much is the industry worth? If a token has the potential to capture 10% of a $1B industry, then
it is potentially worth $100M. This valuation would be fine if they were close to achieving their goals 
but most ICO projects are years, potentially decades away from significant token demand due to 
platform “utility” customers over traders/speculative investors. In order to deploy the Unsinkable 
IBiPDAICO model you have to raise all the funds for the ICO in pre-ICO with vested tokens, and 
ultimately have to raise significantly more capital and public interest than your development costs. You 
must maintain investor interest past the ICO phase. You can only access ICO funds if you bring in more
buyers willing to purchase over ICO price, or convince your current investors to HODL, thus removing
their tokens from the circulating supply. While some ambitious projects will need tens or hundreds of 
millions to realize their platforms, they do not need it all up front! Crypto companies should prove they
can manage simpler goals first - start with creating a crypto coin/token with appealing  30 investor and 
trader tokenomics.

The Unsinkable ICO Standard – Mathematically impossible for the asset to trade below ICO
The 100% investment back guarantee is made possible by keeping 100% of the funds donated during 
ICO available for token buyback. If demand and the token supply are fixed, then after ICO the issuing 
company can only gain access to crowdsourced funds by convincing investors to HODL, thus reducing 
circulating supply. If demand is not fixed, they can draw in more customers and demand to raise the 
market price and sell company tokens for profit. Each company token sold increases the circulating 
supply, so the ICO price must be deposited into the buyback account and the difference becomes usable
capital for the company.

Investors can choose to provide instant funds to the company by locking their own tokens, freeing up 
company tokens for sale or buyback funds for other purposes. A more complex project requiring more 
immediate funding could offer a 50% IBiPDAICO with half ICO tokens locked, or more incentive for 
investors to HODL.

This way the company is funded for actual accomplishments, rather than speculative valuation. This 
shifts most of the risk off the ICO investor and primarily onto the dev team and token issuer. 
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TUIS is designed to protect the general public from predatory and/or deceptive ICO tokenomics like 
preferentially priced private sales and pre-ICOs, exit scams, bounty programs, and greedy token 
distributions. Also issuer incompetence. TUIS allows the less knowledgeable investors to enter after the
“smart money” with extremely low risk. Some incentive must be offered to convince the “smart 
money” to purchase the higher-risk pre-ICO tokens without immediate buyback.

The Unsinkable methodology favors a bottom-up approach as opposed to the typical top-down ICO 
approach. Traditional ICOs attempt to start with a high valuation by collecting funding based on a 
theoretical end product that could capture a large, established industry. Unsinkable ICOs must keep 
their hardcap below estimated interest to encourage token appreciation. They must build token utility 
volume with a working minimum viable product. With estimates of 80% of ICOs being scams, but over
50% of money raised by ICOs going to successful projects, it is too risky for most potential ICO 
investors to take a chance on any ICO without a huge potential upside. Unsinkable tokenomics hope to 
reduce the risk factor for smaller ICO projects, allowing for more successful ICO diversity.

TUIS should help small, honest projects crowdsource their funding more easily. Many potential ICO 
investors are scared off by the appalling amount of ICO exit scams. Issuers of Unsinkable ICOs have 
severely limited payout potential for performing an Unsinkable ICO exit scam, and all ICO investors 
who have not price-lock HODLed are protected by the TUIS investment-back guarantee.

Why Stellar Lumens (XLM) – I heard Ethereum (ETH) is for ICOs?
Ethereum is for Decentralized applications (Dapps). The Ethereum network allows for turing-complete 
smart contracts, allowing for any operation a computer can perform to be executable in the trustless 
environment of blockchain. This allows for infinite immutable Dapp complexity, even creating 
immortal, unalterable digital cats as a store of value. Hey, why not? However, this complexity comes at
a cost. ETH Dapp transactions can cost over $3 at current pricing, depending on the quantity of 
operations required on the Ethereum network. Additionally, this complexity leads to difficulty of 
securing smart contracts, leading to exploits that drain the smart contract of all its funds.

Stellar is much simpler.9 Technically, Stellar is not a blockchain. Stellar a distributed ledger technology 
(DLT). It has all the same functions of a blockchain with far fewer drawbacks. All interactions with the 
ledger are performed by wallets and there are only 11 simple interactions that can be performed. This 
simplicity awards the network near instant confirmation times and thousands more possible 
transactions per second. These qualities, along with the built in decentralized exchange (dex), make a 
Stellar asset the perfect solution for day to day crypto transactions and when combined with The 
Unsinkable ICO Standard and PBiP - prime to replace bitcoin as a store of value. 

Additionally, XLM is designed as in inflationary asset. It has built in inflation10 to ensure the price does
not get too out of control, thus keeping fees down. If XLM price goes up many thousands of times like 
ETH then the .00001XLM fee also goes exponentially. This would not be ideal for a micro-
transactional network. If that weren't enough, Stellar is capable of many times more transactions per 
second than Ethereum. The Stellar network scales natively – the more nodes running, the faster it gets. 
Ethereum has to introduce new protocols like sharding to handle scaling issues. Additionally, the Stellar
Consensus Protocol, based on The Federated Byzantine Agreement, is not susceptible to 51% attacks. 
Stellar is a public-oriented, ICO-friendly, fork of the Ripple (XRP) (bankster coin) network.
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Finally, the built in Stellar dex is an extremely safe way to trade. With most large crypto hacks and 
thefts being focused on exchanges and smart contract exploits the simplicity of Stellar assets is very 
appealing. To trade your Stellar tokens they never have to leave your secure personal wallet. You make 
the trade offers directly on the Stellar network. You do not have to rely on the smart contract of a third-
party Ethereum dex. As long as there are Stellar nodes and the network is running, the Stellar dex is 
available. You are in control of your finances. This is very appealing to investors who consider putting 
their funds on an exchange too risky.

TL:DR – XLM: Fast, inexpensive, secure. ETH: Dapps.

The Unsinkable Token (UNSK) and its role in The Unsinkable Collective
The Unsinkable Token (UNSK) is a crypto token designed by a crypto trader, for crypto traders, and 
issued on Stellar. In the current speculative crypto market, the primary customers and traders of tokens 
are speculative investors and day traders. UNSK token is a product designed specifically to appeal to 
speculative crypto investors and day traders. It is intended to have alluring tokenomics,21 unrivaled 
information transparency, and a “summon buywall” utility function to encourage day-trading. 

No private pre-sale. Small pre-ICO with locked/vested bonus tokens. Small market cap. Fixed and 
relatively small total token supply. Uncirculating supply is entirely locked/vested and has strict, smart-
contract-enforced rules for unlocking to ensure the market will not be flooded. Transparent unlocks.

The Unsinkable Project intends to push the PBiP concept to the logical limit with UNSK and PXT – 
what if 99%+ of a token's profits were offered to buy back the token? Yes, perhaps The Unsinkable 
Company could even borrow money and push the buywall even higher, effectively taking a leveraged 
position in itself. This option can be explored at a later date. This will demonstrate the limit of a 
concept that has only been barely attempted.20

The Unsinkable Token (UNSK) Synopsis
Goals

• prove the efficacy of TUIS and the HODL Wallet
• create a day-trader friendly utility token with unrivaled information transparency

Why
• To prove TUIS tokenomics can effectively crowdfund via ICO

How
• Utility – Summon Buywall, HODL Wallet, Freelancer marketplace, HODL Chats, Content 

Voting, Pony Up, Unsinkable Exchange, Project X Platform
• High reward/risk potential for XLM holders
• ICO listings
• Stellar Build Challenge/Partnership Program
• Social Media/Video/Content/Viral Marketing
• Ambassador Program
• Exchange listings
• Bounty Program?
• ICO Consultant?
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The Unsinkable Collective - “Crowdsource your Future”
Harnessing the collective genius of all mankind for the betterment of tomorrow.

The Unsinkable Collective – Make Crypto Beginner-friendly
Unsinkable.io (The Unsinkable Project) – Cryptocurrency Education
UNSK – hyper-deflationary, volatile asset for active day traders
Unsinkable Freelancer Marketplace – Help connect entrepreneurs and SSC devs
PXT - “Stable”, beginner-friendly crypto asset
Project X Platform – Encourage micro lending, entrepreneurial financing, and Unsinkable ICOs on 
Stellar

The Unsinkable Project Incentive Loop
– More people educated about crypto – more ICO investors – more PXT usage – more ICOs – more 
PXT usage – more people who want to launch their own ICO – more UNSK usage – more successful 
Unsinkable ICOs – more people who want to understand crypto and how to ICO – Unsinkable.io –
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Crypto Trading Industry
UNSK token is aimed at two markets – cryptocurrency stores of value and cryptocurrency day trading. 
If you consider all cryptos a store of value then the market cap for that industry is the total crypto 
market cap, currently around $350B, leaving room for many billion-dollar-plus valued coins/tokens. A 
1% market capture of the crypto industry would yield a $3.5B token valuation.

Binance has been making about $200M profit quarterly. With a conservative volume estimate of 10% 
that makes the crypto trading industry worth well over $8B, with some estimates over $50B. While 
UNSK is not an exchange, if it were to capture even 1% of an $8B industry it could have a potential 
market cap of $80M. I believe a reasonable hard cap for a utility token ICO is around 1/10,000th the 
market cap of the industry the utility serves. That puts the UNSK ICO hard cap around $800,000.

By a trader, for traders.
The Unsinkable Token is aimed at day traders. Unsinkable.io will feature up-to-date statistics about 
UNSK token for traders including accurate circulating supply, market cap, and the low, high, and 
average price traders paid for the tokens currently in circulation. As well as complete transparency 
about HODL lockup release dates and volume.

Crypto traders want to see a large buywall. This tells them there is a high likelihood they can flip the 
coin for profit in the short term. With trade fees as low as .005% many day traders and algorithmic 
(algo) bot traders are happy to trade for 1-3% profit per trade all day long. Speculative investors want 
potential for 5x, 10x, 100x and beyond gains. UNSK will use the majority of its profits to place 
buywalls on exchanges as a buyback program.

Without a way to short-sell the token, and no whales taking profit, the token is free to appreciate 
astronomically in value. I do not know what happens if this token becomes big enough to attract the 
attention of bankers. We saw what the futures market did to bitcoin's moonrun. If this becomes an issue
I am confident we will be able to hire people who can solve it.

How Markets Move
The wild speculative valuations of ICO projects are created primarily by large investors (whales) 
hoarding coins, thus reducing circulating supply, while creating hype, bringing in more uneducated 
investors, thus driving demand. The small day traders, new people, and largely people who do not 
know what they are doing, buy the exchange's extremely small circulating supply while swing traders 
and pump and dumpers hoard some of the coins on the exchange. The littler guys drive the price up 
until it reaches the bigger trader's predetermined “take-profit” points. And so the bigger fish gobble up 
the littler fish until the activity is enough to attract a much larger trader who will begin the cycle anew. 
Accumulate, pump, dump. The larger the account, the longer the time frame they typically play. 
Scalpers trade on minute candles, day traders and swing traders use 15min, 60min and 4hr timeframes, 
while the whales move the whole ocean on the daily and weekly candles. 

Competitors
Many crypto assets offer deflationary tokenomics. There are some other assets whose primary function 
is to award investors with an increasing token price. The few I have discovered were all built on 
Ethereum. This is dangerous unless they have extremely capable smart contract developers.
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UNSK is designed specifically to have total cryptoeconomic transparency with unrivaled appeal for 
crypto day traders and ICO investors. 

For the long term goal of being a store of value, the customers are general investors and there is 
significant, extremely established competition. Any store of value, including non-crypto assets. Real 
estate, gold, BTC, LTC, perhaps some other coins... 

The primary advantage of the Unsinkable IBiPDAICO is the buyback program. UNSK also employs an
extreme PBiP. Any more established coin could divert some of their funds to a buyback program. If 
The Unsinkable Project is successful it is possible that a better funded project will begin to utilize PBiP,
and this could have very negative consequences for the future of UNSK.

Direct Competitors
• BTC – The reigning king of crypto. The most secure network on the planet. Absolutely 

unbeatable for storing a large amount of value, if you can time your entry to the market. Not 
useful for everyday transactions, but lightning network could improve that. Volatile. Not 
appealing to small day traders due to heavy manipulation, significant established whales, and 
significant dump potential. Remote possibility of a 51% attack.

• BCH (bcash), LTC – The biggest threats. If The Unsinkable ICO Standard is proven successful 
they could easily transfer some funds into a buyback program. They have way more resources, 
access, market reach, platform development, partnerships... Either would likely succeed over us.
But UNSK only needs 1% market share. Project X is coming for them.

• Gold, any other non digital asset – Heavily manipulated. Full of established megawhales. 
Futures markets. I'll pass.

• Privacy coins – They serve a slightly different market but if they implement a PBiP buyback 
program they could be extremely competitive.

• Optitoken – built on Ethereum. Reliant on the trading skills of the devs.
• Havven – an interesting dual-coin system
• Polymath – Ethereum-based ICO assistance for STOs
• ETHPyramid(defunct) – the most tokenomically similar project discovered. It was on its way to

a $1M market cap when it lost its funds to a smart contract exploit, offered 90% market price 
buyback. Now ETHPhoenix.

• DAO(defunct) – Catastrophic smart contract exploit caused millions in losses and an Ethereum 
hard fork. Had some great ideas about crowdsourced funding distribution, though.

• Swarm
• Latium – Damn. They are already using “crowdsource the future.” They are similar to the 

Freelancer Marketplace, based on Ethereum.

Evaluation
Unrealistic success for this project is a 100% increase in token value and market cap within 3 months 
of ICO end. Ideally this will be accomplished through listing on reputable exchanges. If achieved in 6 
months I will still consider the project unbelievably successful. 1 year – still successful. Unprecedented
success would be meeting the hard cap and achieving double ICO price within 3 months of ICO end.
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Failure would mean that nobody wants to buy a single UNSK token above ICO price. All investors 
have traded back their tokens, leaving the buyback account with the entire circulating supply.

Partial failure would be stagnant UNSK/XLM price under 2x ICO price, 1 year after ICO end date. 
Over 50% of the operations token allocation have been sold. The community has been polled about 
how to increase the price without success. Without price increase, the company cannot profitably sell 
tokens for operational funds. The Unsinkable model will be re-evaluated. If development is abandoned 
the 99% ICO price UNSK token buyback will remain, forever.

The worst case scenario, apart from catastrophic failure caused by theft of buyback funds, is that 
softcap is barely met and UNSK/XLM price does not appreciate above or is relatively close to 120% 
ICO price 6 months after ICO end, when pre-ICO unlocks are intended. If pre-ICO hard cap is hit, then 
2,100,000 UNSK will unlock, airdrop, and enter the circulating supply, requiring 70,000 XLM to cover
their ICO buyback price and maintain Unsinkability. At 120% market price a sale of 5x as many 
company UNSK, 10,500,00,000UNSK, will have to be sold into the market. 

If the 50x ICO/pre-ICO funding goal - ICO hardcap - is met then circulating supply will equal 
100,800,000 UNSK. At UNSK/XLM market price 120% ICO price, the company token sale to cover 
pre-ICO unlocks will be 50% of initially available Company Ops Tokens. If softcap is barely met, then 
the ICO/pre-ICO funding ratio is 10x. If this worst possible funding ratio is combined with the worst 
allowable appreciation for pre-ICO unlocks then the circulating supply would be 20,160,000 UNSK 
and the sale would require the entire Company supply, including team allocation, of 10,500,000 UNSK.
This means that even in the event of the worst case scenario the UNSK SSC always ensures buyback, 
leaving the best possible worst-case-scenario outcome for investors – their investment back. If this 
occurs, any additional development or funding can be pursued at the expense of the token issuer.

HOLY SHIT!? IT WORKED?? - Expanding beyond exchanges and traders
The first utility platform being developed for usage with UNSK token is focused on crypto education 
and trading education. It currently exists as Unsinkable.io. The goal is to provide information 
transparency to make UNSK the easiest token on the market for inexperienced traders to profitably 
trade. The site will have premium sections with access either for a subscription paid in UNSK token or 
a minimum HODL amount. The UNSK platform will also offer a discussion and voting section for its 
community of traders and HODLers. One section will be ICO rankings. Primary factors for rankings 
are Unsinkability and PBiP. UNSK and Unsinkable platform development decisions will be left solely 
with the dev team. We do intend to poll HODLers but ultimately direction will be our choice. The 
Unsinkable Project and UNSK are controlled by devs, not token holders. UNSK is not equity.

HODL Wallet - Put your money where your mouth is!
Don't just tell people you're HODLing, prove it! Immutable token lockups for real HODLers.
The HODL Wallet will make automated and immutable token locking and selling easy for investors. 
Simply indicate at what time or price you want your tokens to unlock or sell and the operations will be 
securely handled by the HODL Wallet SSC. If the issuer uses the funds made available by the HODLer,
ops tokens will appropriately sell and bolster the buyback account as needed to stay Unsinkable. All 
company tokens are managed by the HODL Wallet, ensuring Unsinkability and preventing an exit 
scam.
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Instant Escrow Service – “Pony-Up” App and Webservice
Somebody says they're gonna pay you for somethin? Make 'em pony up. Various release options like 
time expiration and multisig. Built on Stellar, initial release – Stellar assets only. Reduced fees if you 
use UNSK or PXT.

Unsinkable Freelancer Marketplace = Cryptocurrencies*(Upwork)Stellar + “Sub-Reddits”
It'll be like Upwork, initially specifically for connecting SSC devs with Unsinkable ICO creators and 
handling escrow. It will allow anyone to expand the platform to any freelancer projects that want to pay
in crypto. It will run on Stellar. Pony Up will handle escrow. Both will be open source. The SSC-
specific freelancer marketplace will be designed to assist in scrum-based smart contract project 
development, providing solutions competitively crowdsourced from the Unsinkable SSC dev 
community.

After the first public release of this white paper I quickly realized it is not easy to find developers and 
knowledgeable individuals to help improve and create your new crypto project. The Stellar community 
could encourage ICO development and drive innovation with a competitive marketplace to offer white 
paper peer review and SSC development. The SSC freelancer marketplace will help aspiring 
cryptopreneurs/smart-contract-project-offerers to translate their needs into SSC deliverables so that 
potential devs can easily find projects on which they want to work. Using the Unsinkable SSC 
Marketplace will require usage of UNSK or PXT. Escrow will be handled by The Unsinkable Project's 
“Pony-Up” Instant Escrow Service. Later on, the marketplace will allow service usage with any crypto 
that has a Stellar anchor, but will offer reduced fees for using UNSK or PXT.

Unsinkable Ambassador Program
The goal of the ambassador program is to encourage global outreach. People of different countries can 
have vastly different desires and require tailored marketing programs. Unsinkable Ambassadors will 
help bring the most relevant facets of Unsinkable ICOs to the forefront of entrepreneurial development 
in their area. 

Initially, the ambassador program will be focused on two distinct demographics:
Affluent (likely familiar with Eth) – Investors, tech endorsements, strategic partnerships

Focus – Buyback support, ICO low price guarantee, investors looking for a more secure crypto 
asset they do not have to put on a centralized exchange, new traders, UNSK
Pitch - “A safer cryptocurrency investment. The new age of trustworthy ICOs – Unsinkable.io”

Low Income (new to crypto) – poor cities, developing nations, people without bank accounts
Focus – Education, cryptopreneurship, PXT, Project X Platform
Pitch - “Take control of your financial future, no bank account needed. No minimum balance.”

Unsinkable SSC Security Bug Bounty Program
Unsinkable SSCs need to ensure that investors' funds are safe. This requires limiting issuer access to 
token supply, securely and immutably ensuring buyback, and minimizing potential damage if secret 
keys are compromised. Once we believe the UNSK SSC has reached this level of security, we will 
create an identical SSC on Stellar testnet and publicly post the secret keys. Rewards in UNSK and/or 
XLM will be offered to anyone who exposes an exploitable loophole and anyone who devises a 
solution.
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The Unsinkable Exchange
Unsinkable.io will eventually host a UI for interacting with the Stellar dex. This Unsinkable Exchange 
will only list coins/tokens that meet The Unsinkable ICO Standard. It will be open source. It will 
eventually feature gameified, social, and algorithmic trading – compete with and follow other traders, 
automatically copy successful traders, strategy creation and algo/bot marketplace. 1Broker, eToro, 
Binance, and Kryll.io inspired. Fun fact – I invested $100 (.1ETH) in the KRL ICO, it partially inspired
this project. I am still extremely optimistic about the Kryll algo trading platform, but I wish KRL had 
Unsinkable tokenomics.

The Maths – Token Distribution Breakdown (Tokenomics)
So you want to journey into the weeds with me? Fortunately, you won't need a machete to get through 
this white paper. The math is pretty simple.

Basic Tokenomics
Tokens are centralized if a small amount of individuals controls a significant amount of tokens. 
Percentage of tokens held by the top 10 and top 100 wallets are typically used as a centralization 
metric. Individual evaluators must choose whether or not to include company and/or team tokens in 
those metrics. If the token is traded on a centralized exchange, it can be difficult to differentiate large 
individual wallets from exchange wallets. 

Decentralized tokens are adequately distributed amongst many holders, so no central party can easily 
manipulate the price through coordinated buying and selling.

Most tokens are “coupled” to bitcoin (BTC). The USD price of BTC affects the USD price of all other 
cryptocurrency assets. When bitcoin experiences a dramatic move, most coins and tokens follow suit. 
Many crypto coins and tokens trade in BTC pairs, not against USD. You might think that this would 
cause the opposing coin to move in opposition to BTC price action, but that is not typically the case. 
Far more commonly, when people lose faith in BTC, they lose faith in crypto in general and the entire 
industry cap exaggerates the downward moves of BTC. There is the additional risk that when BTC 
starts to look bullish, many crypto traders will shift from their altcoin holdings to ride up with BTC. 
This often causes other tokens price/BTC to decrease, minimizing their price/USD gains. Unsinkable 
assets like UNSK that are pegged to an asset that is “coupled” to BTC price, like XLM, will likely 
follow the market in this manner. Unsinkable assets pegged to USD may only experience the bull runs 
of BTC and crypto, depending on their PBiP buyback level proximity. Unsinkable assets may even start
to counter BTC crashes like some gold-backed crypto tokens have been known to do once investors 
realize their potential as a store of value.

Unsinkable IBiPDAICO Tokenomics – token distribution specifications
Token distribution is undoubtedly the hardest decision in the process to launch an Unsinkable 
IBiPDAICO. The ratio of investor coins to operations coins is extremely important. Do you want an 
inflationary, hyper-deflationary, or stable asset? If an Unsinkable IBiPDAICO uses a 50/50 
public/vested company token distribution then in order for the token issuer to access an amount of 
capital equal to the funds contributed in crowdfunding, they must sell a valuation of tokens from the 
company supply with profit equaling the the crowdsourced amount. This would allow buyback for the 
new tokens introduced into circulation from the company token sales to be covered at ICO price and 
leave the company with the profit from the sale – the amount of crowdsourced funds raised in ICO. 
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Examples of Unsinkable ICO tokenomics assuming no HODLers
If the quantity of investor tokens is equal to the quantity of issuer tokens (50/50) then the issuer could 
gain access to an amount of capital equal to the crowdsourced funds by selling all their tokens at 2x 
ICO price. If the issuer starts with more tokens than the investors, they can sell a smaller percentage of 
their tokens at 2x ICO price to gain access to the amount of funds raised in ICO. If the issuer has fewer 
tokens than the investors then it will require more than a 2x token price to access the quantity of funds 
raised in ICO. If the issuer sells all their tokens then they have no way to raise additional funding in the
future, and they can get all their money “up front.”

To decide on an ideal token model for an Unsinkable IBiPDAICO many metrics must be considered. 
Some metrics are both pros and cons. As an example, for a token distribution where the investors have 
twice as many coins as the issuer, the pressure is on the issuer to raise the token price significantly after
ICO - in order to gain access to funds without having to sell off a significant quantity of total issuer 
tokens available for future development. Additionally, investors have a lot of control over the token 
issuer's funds access because the investors can choose to increase fund access for the issuer by 
immutably locking their own tokens. However, this puts a lot of the power in the hands of people who 
are likely less familiar with crypto than the devs/issuer.

For UNSK I came up with three feasible token distributions. I decided to use the 50-50 model.

DAICO Model (60/40)
The most appealing to investors. When coupled with voting rights, it gives the investors control.
60% - Investors
10% - Team (locked)
30% - Operations
Pros – Investors have most of the token price and funding control
Cons - Investors have most of the token price and funding control
Limited centralized control. A bad actor could relatively easily accumulate a large enough supply to 
manipulate the price.

Centralized Control Model (30/70)
What I originally thought would be most appropriate for UNSK. It is my DAICO distribution model, 
plus a bank. If voting rights were introduced it ensures The Unsinkable Company has the final say. It 
also allows for the possibility of inflation and price control, to reduce volatility and pump and dumps.
30% - Investors
51% - Bank (locked)
4% - Team (locked)
10% - Operations
5% - Project X
Pros – Price control, guaranteed centralized control, token market cap equivalent PBiP asset bank, 
investors can award funds access
Cons – low initial funds access, risk of dilution, off-putting to investors
The large token bank is concerning to ICO investors. It looks like an exit scam. However, without it a 
project will not have a token asset that can always match the value of circulating supply. Ultimately, I 
decided this was overkill for The Unsinkable Project and would be too off-putting to investors. With a 
primary goal being to create a token that is appealing to investors and day traders, the large amount of 
(un)circulating bank tokens just looks too risky for investors. Plus day traders prefer a highly volatile 
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asset, so centralized price control is not very useful. This was an extremely tough decision but 
ultimately the trade-off of not having guaranteed price control seemed acceptable. Project X may use 
this model since it is aimed at investors and daily usage as opposed to day traders. These customers 
would prefer a more stable price with consistent growth instead of volatile, fast, price action.

50-50 Model
Better for projects needing more funding and centralized control than the DAICO model, but still 
appealing to day traders and investors. The extra access to funds will be used for Project X.
48% - ICO Investors
2% - Pre-ICO Investors (locked/vested)
10% - Team (locked/vested)
10% - Operations (HODL Wallet Controlled ensuring Unsinkability - vested)
30% - Bank/Future Ops (locked/vested, HODL Wallet Controlled)
Pros – A bit of everything
Cons – A bit of everything
This distribution will provide plenty of tokens for long-term operations and many options for future 
development. Ideally, less than 25% of company tokens will ever be sold, leaving the company with a 
bank of 30% total supply. This bank will always be controlled by the HODL Wallet to prevent rapid 
dilution. A motivated individual could potentially gain significant circulating supply control and 
manipulate the price, but the bank should be large enough to combat a bad actor if necessary. The funds
for Project X will come from the profits of selling UNSK operations tokens.

I intend to keep 2-5% of total tokens for myself with the other 50-80% of team tokens available for 
new team member compensation. If this project is successful in one year, selling some of those tokens 
is the compensation I will receive for my work on The Unsinkable Project and open-sourcing my 
Unsinkable IBiPDAICO methodology. I have no intent to sell all my team-allocation UNSK tokens 
upon unlock. The team tokens will be locked in the HODL Wallet and will not allow issuer more than 
10% token supply control. This limit includes ops tokens AND unlocked team tokens. If 10% UNSK 
token supply is available as ops tokens, team tokens owned by Unsinkamoto will remain vested.

Upon release of this white paper, any ICO or other crowdfunding project is free to use the IBiP, PBiP, 
and Unsinkable tokenomic models. If Unsinkable tokenomics, TUIS, and UNSK are successful it is 
extremely unlikely I will sell more than 25% of my UNSK tokens when they unlock unless the crypto 
market is particularly high. Ideally, by then my focus will primarily be on Project X and UNSK will be 
self sustaining. I intend to keep my token wallet and selling intentions extremely transparent and utilize
the HODL Wallet.

Goals, Costs, Caps
Unsinkable ICOs need to set realistic hard caps. Every Unsinkable ICO should hit the hard cap once 
The Unsinkable ICO Standard catches on. However, apart from HODLers, the company can only 
generate usable funds if token demand exceeds hard cap limitation. Token price must appreciate for the 
company to profitably sell tokens, stay Unsinkable, and generate funds for continued operations.

The majority of these calculations were performed in May 2018 with XLM trading around $0.30.
If The Unsinkable Project is successful, it intends to sell 1% of total UNSK tokens – 4% of total 
company ops+bank tokens – 10% of the initially unlocked ops tokens - every quarter, or every time 
UNSK price doubles, as needed to maintain operations and increase buyback price. 
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If the UNSK token price goes to 2x after ICO, then the 1% sale can cover the first half of pre-ICO 
token buybacks if ICO token sales were 50x more than pre-ICO unlocks. The same 50x fundraising 
goal is intended for Project X ICO. If UNSK is incredibly successful, I believe an appropriate 
maximum ICO market cap is under $1M. That is the hard cap. If the hard cap is met then Project X 
must have a $50M ICO to cover the pre-ICO bonus at the same 50x rate. In order to keep that ratio for 
the UNSK ICO, the UNSK pre-ICO hard cap has been set at $20,000 – $1M/50. The UNSK ICO 
fundraising target will be 50x the amount of funds raised in pre-ICO to realize this goal. 

However, I do not know how realistic this goal is and the company can remain functional even if it has 
to sell significantly more tokens for pre-ICO unlocks. I would like to limit the worst case scenario. This
being that the price does not increase substantially and a significant quantity of ops+bank tokens must 
be sold  to cover pre-ICO bonus token unlocks. In order to keep this scenario under 50% of ops+bank 
tokens, with the current token distribution, assuming a 20% increase in token price, the pre-ICO tokens 
cannot exceed 1/25th of the ICO tokens, so the ICO soft cap should be at least 25x the amount raised in 
pre-ICO. A slightly less bleak possibility is that UNSK price never goes beyond 2x ICO price. At 2x 
ICO price, the funding ratio can be 1/10 to cover the pre-ICO unlocks with a 50% company token sale. 
The UNSK ICO will set the funding goal at 50x pre-ICO funding and the softcap minimum will be 10x
the amount raised in pre-ICO. Additional considerations for caps are as follows:

UNSK minimum funding goals
• Pre-ICO – Fund UNSK website and UNSK crowdfunding - $500 – contributed this myself – 

no softcap
• ICO – fund basic exchange listings, seek legal and XLM dev advice, allow for $100,000 in 

daily trade volume for coinmarketcap listing – softcap $200,000
• Company UNSK token sales – maintain operations, fund Project X ICO - $50,000 – $150,000

In order to maintain simplicity and consistency of buyback the UNSK ICO will only accept XLM. 
Project X will be pegged to USD and accept many more investment assets.
50% of total UNSK token supply will be offered to the public. With a max total supply of 210,000,000 
and a hard cap of $1M this puts the token price at $1M/105M = $0.0095 or about .0316XLM at the 
time of writing. The price used for these calculations is 1XLM = $0.30

UNSK token price can be rounded to 1XLM = 30UNSK  1UNSK = .0333333XLM
Hard cap will be (105M UNSK)/(30(UNSK/XLM)) = 3.5M XLM ~ $1,050,000
Transaction fee = .00001XLM = .0003UNSK
Buyback Price = .0330333XLM. When testing on the testnet I was ending up with small fractional 
amounts, likely due to rounding errors. In order to ensure enough funds to buyback the entire 
circulating supply and prevent repeated abuse of the buyback for the purpose of XLM laundering, the 
UNSK buyback price will be adjusted to .03303XLM/UNSK – approximately 99% ICO price.
UNSK Buyback Price – 1XLM = 30.2756UNSK

The Pre-ICO UNSK will be sold as another asset – PICOUNSK. The UNSK will be airdropped to 
PICOUNSK holders according to 2 separate snapshots and 1:1 ratio airdrops when they are meant to 
unlock, thus providing a 100% bonus only after both halves have unlocked. Pre-ICO UNSK investors 
will end up with a 100% bonus if all UNSK tokens unlock but all their UNSK tokens are initially 
locked and buyback is not available for PICOUNSK investors. PICOUNSK is not Unsinkable.
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The pre-ICO UNSK will be airdropped to PICOUNSK holders only after the following unlock 
requirements are met:

• 50% (bonus) delivered 3 months after UNSK ICO end date only if UNSK price is above 2x 
ICO price. If UNSK market price does not hit .0666666XLM/UNSK these tokens will never 
unlock, effectively negating the 100% pre-ICO bonus.    

• 50% delivered 6 months after UNSK ICO end date only if UNSK price is above 1.2x ICO price 
(.04XLM/UNSK) or sooner if UNSK price hits 4x ICO price (.1333332XLM/UNSK)

This should provide adequate time and funds to develop the airdrop methodology.

In order to limit the ramifications of the possible worst case scenario - that interest, demand, and token 
price does not appreciate after ICO, company token sales will only be performed if UNSK market price
is above .03999996XLM/UNSK. At this price, 20% above ICO price, 5 uncirculating company UNSK 
tokens must be sold per UNSK token otherwise entering the circulating supply, with all proceeds going 
to the buyback fund, in order to stay Unsinkable.

PICOUNSK - UNSK airdrops require a minimum 20% increase over UNSK ICO price. 
UNSK will only be airdropped if market price is equal to or above .04XLM/UNSK.
UNSK PRE-ICO TOKENS MAY NEVER UNLOCK, therefore these airdrops may never occur, 
negating the 100% pre-ICO bonus or leaving pre-ICO investors with 0 UNSK.

This deployment ensures that the very limited amount of pre-ICO investors who received bonus UNSK
tokens cannot dump them on ICO investors and the funds necessary to increase the buyback will be 
available via a 1% token sale at 2x and 4x ICO price to keep the circulating supply Unsinkable, if hard 
caps are met.
PICOUNSK distribution – 100% investors, total supply ideally is 1/50th UNSK ICO circulating supply
PICOUNSK max supply = 1/50th UNSK max circulating supply = (105M UNSK)/50 = 2.1M UNSK
PICOUNSK token price – 1XLM = 30PICOUNSK    1PICOUNSK = .0333333XLM (1:1 airdrop x 2)
PICOUNSK hard cap = (.0333333XLM/PICOUNSK)(2.1M PICOUNSK) = 70,000XLM ~ $21,000

Math/Sanity check...
It is now mid June and BTC just crashed another 20%. I have decided to check/redo my calculations.
I want to make sure my math is correct so I can invest in the pre-ICO to create some company funds for
web hosting and initial UNSK buyback. I did not end up changing anything.
Max Total Supply – 210,000,000 – 48% offered in ICO – max circulating supply – 100,800,000
$1M market cap – $1M/100.8MUNSK = $.00992/UNSK XLM = ~$0.24
UNSK ICO token price is intended to be around $.01. If crypto and XLM prices keeps crashing then it 
will effectively lower the hard cap, which is fine. UNSK does not need $1M to get started.
If 1XLM = 30 UNSK – hard cap (100.8M UNSK)/(30(UNSK/XLM)) = 3.36M XLM = $806,400
If 1 XLM = 25 UNSK – hard cap (100.8M UNSK)/(25(UNSK/XLM)) = 4.032M XLM = $967,680
Token Price = .04XLM
Transaction fee = .00001XLM = .00025UNSK
Buyback Price = .03975XLM
I have decided to keep the UNSK ICO price at 1XLM = 30UNSK with XLM ~ $.30. If crypto and 
XLM rebound and the ICO raises over $1M it will enter even more uncertain legal territory.
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Possible UNSK ICO Outcomes – Complete Success, Success, Partial Success, Complete Failure
No matter the outcome, the Unsinkable buyback covering all circulating UNSK at 99% ICO price will 
always remain, unless buyback funds are stolen. If demand/price does not continue to grow after 
UNSK ICO the Unsinkable.io community will be consulted about how to proceed.

Complete success – hard caps reached, $10,000 ops funds available immediately from pre-ICO, 
HODLers lock up 10%+ coins creating $100,000+ of additional available ops funds, demand continues 
to grow, UNSK price goes to 2x within 3 months - a 1% token sale yields $10,000 in ops funds. This 
would allow for significant expenditures to exchanges for rapid listings.

• If hard caps are reached but demand/price does not continue to grow after ICO the community 
will be consulted about how to proceed. Listings on major exchanges will likely be challenging 
with an anonymous founder. The Unsinkable buyback will always remain in place. 

• Worst outcome – all circulating UNSK tokens are returned to buyback and pre-ICO bonus 
tokens never unlock

Success – ICO target reached – 50x pre-ICO funds raised, some ops funds available immediately from 
pre-ICO, HODLers lock up 10%+ coins creating additional available ops funds, demand continues to 
grow, UNSK price increases above 150% ICO price in 3 months - a 1% token sale yields enough ops 
funds to continue development.

• If fundraising targets are reached but demand/price does not continue to grow after ICO the 
community will be consulted about how to proceed. The Unsinkable buyback will always 
remain in place.

• Worst outcome – all circulating UNSK tokens are returned to buyback and pre-ICO tokens 
never unlock

Partial Success – ICO funding target is not reached, but softcap is met. Pre-ICO UNSK investment 
exceeds 1/50th UNSK ICO investment - some ops funds available immediately from pre-ICO, 
HODLers lock up 10%+ coins creating additional available ops funds, demand does not increase, 
UNSK price is stagnant - more than 1% token sale is required to raise enough buyback funds to cover 
pre-ICO UNSK unlocks.

• If demand/price does not continue to grow after ICO the community will be consulted about 
how to proceed. The Unsinkable buyback will always remain in place.

• Worst outcome – all circulating UNSK tokens are returned and pre-ICO tokens never unlock

Failure – Softcap is not met. All company tokens are sent back to issuer. UNSK buyback program 
remains forever. The community will be consulted about how to proceed. The UNSK ICO may be 
extended. Any unspent pre-ICO funds will either be returned or spent trying again.

The Unsinkable Project Profit Model
Most of the operational and development funds will come from company UNSK sales. Once 
UNSK/XLM price is over 200% ICO price, each company token sold provides The Unsinkable 
Company with at least ICO price to use for ops/buyback/whatever is needed. With the 50/50 
distribution we could theoretically gain access to the amount of funds raised in ICO once market price 
reaches .066666UNSK/XLM, if we sold all company tokens. 

The UNSK bank does not include team tokens, and is vested with 3 quarterly unlocks. So a company 
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UNSK token sale netting profit equal to the funds raised in ICO would require either:
• selling all ops and bank tokens (40% total supply) at .075XLM/UNSK (225% ICO price)
• or selling fewer tokens at a higher price

The sale of all ops and bank tokens could only be performed 9 months after ICO end date. 

Apps and services within The Unsinkable Collective have various anticipated profitability and profit 
models:

• Pony Up and Freelancer Marketplace should be able to cover their costs with competitive fee-
based profit models that can only be paid in UNSK (and later, probably PXT).

• Profit models for the HODL Wallet are being explored. Some considerations are XLM inflation,
or fees for custom assets and premium features. Providing free HODL Wallet usage could 
become very expensive and will likely require financial support from UNSK sales.

• HODLing will be made as attractive as possible, in order to free up more funds for dev and ops.
• Summon Buywall will hopefully not be too costly on the server side, it will be financed by 

UNSK sales.
• The Unsinkable Exchange will likely be free or use a trans-fee-mining-model with UNSK 

and/or PXT. Most of the computational expense there is done by the Stellar network. Premium 
features will likely require some sort of fee, unless UNSK is extremely profitable.

• PXT sales will primarily be used for marketing and merchant adoption. Project X Platform will 
likely have a significant but competitive fee-based profit model.

If UNSK price goes above 400% ICO price we will likely have enough funds available to offer all  
HODL Wallet, Pony Up, and Freelancer Marketplace services without fees. If UNSK price hits $0.10 
then we can likely offer all Unsinkable Exchange services without fees.

The Unsinkable Company runs as lean as possible. Using freelancers instead of full-time employees 
keeps personnel costs down. Current annual costs of <$500/year include:

• Domain registration ($100/yr)
• Web hosting ($100/yr)
• Server fees ($250/yr) – likely to increase significantly with HODL Wallet usage, Summon 

Buywall, Pony Up, Freelancer Marketplace, and The Unsinkable Exchange
The Unsinkable Project's predicted burn rate is $50-100/month until adoption increases, requiring more
bandwidth and server usage. The next expenses predicted with growth are employees and marketing.

UNSK Anticipated Development Costs = $50,000 - $100,000
• HODL Wallet SSC - $2,500
• UNSK SSC - $2,500
• HODL Wallet Frontend (Web and mobile App) - $2,500
• Pony Up SSC and Apps - $3,000
• Unsinkable Freelancer Marketplace SSC and Apps - $10,000
• Unsinkable Exchange Backend - $25,000
• Unsinkable Exchange Apps - $25,000

Any additional funds can be used for marketing, legal, consulting, and administration.
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Fund Distribution
100% of funds raised in ICO will be used for the Unsinkable UNSK buyback offering until the 
immutable HODL Wallet is available. 60% of Pre-ICO funds will go to development, the first $5,000 is
already promised to our SSC dev, Abed. Of which I am prepared to pay $2,000 personally. I have also 
used $200 out of pocket for the initial web hosting and server fees. Creating the HODL Wallet is a top 
priority so that ICO investors can immutably lock tokens and provide devs access to crowdsourced 
funds for continued development.

Fund distributions are subject to change. These are my best estimates given my current understanding.

Pre-ICO Fund Distribution
40% SSC dev
20% Web dev
20% Consulting (legal and/or ICO)
20% Exchange listings

Initial focus will be on establishing UNSK SSC immutability and HODL Wallet functionality. Until 
these are completed the planned distribution of available funds from HODLers is as follows:
40% UNSK and HODL Wallet SSC development
20% Consulting (legal and/or ICO)
15% Unsinkable.io web development
15% Exchange Listings
10% Social media outreach/marketing/giveaways

After ICO, the first planned large sale of company UNSK tokens is at 199% ICO price to allow pre-
ICO unlocks and stay “Unsinkable.” Enough company UNSK tokens will be sold to cover the pre-ICO 
token buybacks before the first airdrop. With the 50/50 token distribution, if UNSK ICO investment is 
50x greater than PICOUNSK ICO investment then a sale of 1% of total UNSK tokens – 10% of 
unlocked ops tokens can cover buyback of the first 1:1 PICOUNSK – UNSK airdrop at 2x ICO price. 
Some tokens may be sold at lower prices as needed to stimulate trade volume and raise funds for 
listings and HODL Wallet dev, but never below 120% ICO price - .03999996XLM/UNSK.

Fund distribution and usage will be transparent and subject to change as devs deem appropriate for the 
best interests of The Unsinkable Project and UNSK. 

Once core functionality is completed, the focus will be on increasing token price through buyback and 
listings. Until Project X funding reaches $150,000 the planned distribution of available funds from 
HODLers is as follows:
50% Increase UNSK/XLM Buyback 

• 25% Summon Buywall (HODLers)
• 25% Summon Buywall (Devs) and/or BTC buyback

15% Project X
10% Utility Apps Dev (Pony Up, Freelancer Marketplace, Unsinkable Exchange)
5% Unsinkable.io Web Development
5% Exchange Listings
5% Consulting (legal and/or ICO)
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5% Social Media Outreach/Advertising/Giveaways
5% Experimental Capital (algo trading/swing trading/ICO flipping)

Increasing buyback will be focused on the highest volume UNSK pairs. If UNSK makes it on to 
centralized exchanges, this will likely be a BTC or ETH pair, instead of XLM.

If UNSK/XLM price gets above 200% ICO price and Project X is funded then distribution of HODLer 
funds and UNSK token sale profits will likely shift to:
70% Increase UNSK Buyback 

• 25% Summon Buywall (HODLers)
• 25% Summon Buywall (Devs) 
• 20% BTC buyback

5% Operational costs
5% Unsinkable.io Web Dev and/or Utility Apps Dev
5% Exchange Listings
5% Consulting (legal and/or ICO)
5% Social Media Outreach/Advertising/Giveaways
5% Experimental Capital (algo trading/swing trading/day trading/ICO flipping)

Once all planned features and apps for UNSK have been developed, distribution of HODLer funds and 
UNSK token sale profits will likely head towards:
80% Increase UNSK Buyback

• 30% BTC buyback
• 25% Summon Buywall (HODLers)
• 25% Summon Buywall (Devs) 

10% Experimental Capital (algo trading/swing trading/day trading/ICO flipping)
5% Exchange Listings
3% Social Media Outreach/Advertising/Giveaways
1% Legal
1% Dev/Ops

Unsinkable SSC Logic
Stellar smart contracts (SSCs) work differently then other platforms.25 I am not by any means an 
Ethereum smart contract expert or developer but my understanding is that the Ethereum network allows
a turing-complete grouping of operations to be stored at one address – the smart contract address.

SSCs are created through combinations of simple wallet interactions that ensure a function is 
performed. The wallet that originally issues the asset is considered the origin, issuing, or anchor, 
address. For a fixed-supply, deflationary, Stellar ICO, the issuer/anchor account typically deposits all 
the tokens into a distribution account, and is then permanently and irreversibly locked so that no tokens
with the same originating address can ever be issued. The distribution wallet can then offer to sell the 
asset for any other asset on the Stellar dex through the on-chain trade function. Boom. You just ICO'd 
in 2 minutes with 4 operations for a total cost of .00004XLM. You also had to perform a “change trust” 
operation to accept the tokens with the distribution account.
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UNSK ICO SSC Logic
• The issuing account: 

GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH 
creates the PICOUNSK and UNSK tokens and is then locked forever. Currently still unlocked 
until SSC devs verify no other actions need to be performed with the anchor account. The assets
have already been sent to the distribution account 
GAAEJ2EZLSOGRTRYRVMTWGDTKM6AUXJHYAUZTYJMAUDWHH3MUH5MI2VI

• The distribution account offers PICOUNSK tokens for .0333333 XLM and distributes pre-ICO 
tokens for later UNSK airdrop to an escrow account. Currently done manually.

• The distribution account offers UNSK tokens for .0333333 XLM and distributes tokens, then 
immediately offers the collected funds to buyback the UNSK at 30.2756UNSK/XLM (99% 
ICO price). Currently there is no automatic buyback deployment, the offer must be updated 
manually. An automatic and immutable solution is currently under development. The plan is to 
use an encrypted AWS bridge server with the HODL Wallet SSC. All code deployed will be 
open-source.

• Unsold UNSK tokens will be manually locked or destroyed as deemed appropriate by devs. 
Project X will deploy this via an immutable crowd funding contract. The immutable UNSK 
Crowdfunding SSC is currently under development.

• Company UNSK tokens are manually distributed and locked to appropriate HODL Wallet 
accounts after ICO. Project X will deploy this via an immutable crowd funding contract. The 
immutable UNSK Crowdfunding SSC is currently under development.

Since SSCs are not stored in one locked location more operations and functionality can be added at a 
later time. Currently, the issuer of UNSK has complete control of the UNSK token supply. Once the 
HODL Wallet is tested and ready, the UNSK tokens will be moved into HODL Wallet controlled 
escrow accounts.

Staying Unsinkable
Circulating supply is only allowed to increase if the buyback account increases proportionately and 
always offers a buyback at ICO price that covers the entire circulating supply. If the company adds 
tokens to circulating supply by selling, they must simultaneously bolster the buyback account. Before 
pre-ICO tokens unlock, company tokens must be sold with enough profit to cover the additional 
buybacks, or an equal amount of tokens from the circulating supply must be immutably locked in the 
HODL Wallet by another owner. This process will be made automatic and immutable as soon as 
possible. Currently in progress.

Any tokens that get bought-back through the Unsinkable buyback offer have effectively been 
“redeemed” for their buyback price. They must be removed from the circulating supply until the 
buyback offering can accommodate them again. They could be permanently locked/destroyed as 
additional benefit to token holders, but for now the plan is to store them in the HODL Wallet.

SSC Updates 8/6/18
HODL Wallet UI 1.0 completed. Testnet alpha currently has 7/12 functional tabs. Working:

• Balance
• History
• Deposit
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• Withdraw
• Add Keypair
• FAQ
• Help

Our next SSC priorities are Automatic Buyback and price-lock HODL. These are our current dev 
focuses:

1. automatic buyback
2. price-lock HODL
3. participate in ICO
4. stellar.tomls
5. SSL
6. immutable crowdfunding distribution

The goal of the UNSK SSC is to create an immutable and trustless crowdfunding smart-contract. 
Unsinkable ICOs cannot allow the issuer to ever control more than 10% of the circulating supply. This 
is intended to help reduce exit scam probability. Additionally, it should drastically reduce the 
ramifications if the company's secret keys become compromised.

HODL Wallet SSC
Unsinkable.io will make automated locking and “take-profit” selling easy for investors and traders. 
Using the HODL Wallet, UNSK investors can easily indicate at what time or price they want their 
tokens to unlock or sell and the operations will be securely handled by SSC. Ops tokens will be set to 
appropriately sell and bolster the buyback account as needed to maintain an Unsinkable buyback 
account to circulating supply ratio. The HODL Wallet will enable Unsinkable ICO investors to control 
token issuer's access to crowdsourced funds.

When a token holder initiates any HODL lockup they are “Holding On for Dear Life.” They are 
publicly and immutably “holding” those assets until a later time. By HODLing, a token holder locks 
their tokens in escrow - temporarily forgoing their ability to redeem their investment refund until their 
tokens unlock. HODLing also effectively removes tokens from the circulating supply, reducing the 
amount of funds an Unsinkable asset issuer must keep on offer to buyback the tokens.

When a token holder initiates a HODL based on price they are forgoing their investment refund until 
their tokens unlock and deciding that they may never get access to their tokens again. If market price 
never reaches the sell/unlock price then the HODLed tokens remain in escrow forever. This allows the 
Unsinkable asset issuer to use the buyback funds for other purposes until those tokens unlock. The 
token can only remain Unsinkable if the issuer sells tokens that were not part of the circulating supply 
above ICO price before the HODLed tokens unlock and re-enter the circulating supply. With a price-
based HODL the issuer can easily calculate how many tokens must be sold because they can set their 
tokens to sell at an exact price that they know will be reached before the HODL unlock price.
 
This is only possible if the Unsinkable asset's market price is above ICO price. If market price is 20% 
above ICO price then the company must sell 5 times as many tokens as buybacks they need to cover. If 
market price is 200% ICO price then every company token sold can cover buyback of a token re-
entering the circulating supply from the HODL Wallet.
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Time-lock HODLing is more complicated for the issuer. Until there is data that proves Unsinkable 
assets will appreciate after ICO, using “available” funds from a time-lock HODL is not possible. To 
stay Unsinkable, tokens would have to immediately be sold with enough profit to cover unlocks, which 
means the time-lock HODL had no value to the issuer. Once the asset is significantly above ICO price, 
buyback funds from time-lock HODLed tokens could be used as long as enough tokens are available to
sell to cover the unlocks later. 

Until market price is significantly above ICO price, a HODL based on time is not of much value to an 
Unsinkable asset issuer. If The Unsinkable ICO Standard catches on and we gather data that proves 
Unsinkable ICOs appreciate after ICO then you could estimate future price for company tokens needed 
to sell at the unlock date.

In an Unsinkable 100% IBiPDAICO, if an investor does not lock their tokens until a future price, they 
have not made any funds available to the token issuer. They are likely unwilling to forgo their money-
back guarantee due to lack of faith in the project. They are likely a speculative investor and/or ICO 
flipper, and their maximum investment must be limited. All they have done is lock-in their ICO low 
price, and hopefully they will become a shill with the intent to sell at a higher price soon. 

Bounty Program – How can I reward my shills if I have to buyback all the coins at ICO price?
There's a few ways to accomplish this, you cheap bastard. In an ideal world, the Unsinkable 
IBiPDAICO will restore faith in ICO investments, making bounty programs and paid shilling a thing of
the cold, dark crypto past. That sounds nice. In the current, over-saturated ICO market, however, the 
reality is that it may be a necessary evil. At least, until The Unsinkable ICO Standard catches on.

Less than 100% IBiPDAICOs that are Unsinkable likely have locked ICO investor tokens. Shill tokens 
can be distributed in a quantity equivalent to the locked ICO tokens from investors if the investor funds
are deposited into the buyback account to purchase the shill tokens back. For less than 100% 
IBiPDAICOs those funds can come from ICO investors. 100% IBiPDAICOs, which do not have locked
ICO tokens, can only distribute shill tokens in an amount equivalent to funds deposited in the buyback 
account from locked pre-ICO tokens, unless the shill tokens are initially locked.

Risks – NUMEROUS! Seriously, you probably do not want to invest in this. But maybe you do.
In order for this project to work it requires strangers to trust an asset created by a faceless organization 
with their XLM. This will only be possible through smart contract immutability, peer-reviewed code, 
and software development. For these reasons UNSK is a beta project. While this intends to be a fully 
functioning coin, it is also a pre-ICO and beta test for a better funded version of this project, Project X. 

With an anonymous founder, listing on major exchanges may be impossible. Without exchange listings 
the focus will have to shift to improving the platforms to bring in utility customers. Even with listings, 
there is significant risk. The Unsinkable Project will be putting funds on exchanges to create buywalls 
and encourage day trading. Every exchange carries risk. Exchanges have been popular targets for 
hacks. Any funds put on an exchange are no longer truly under our control.

Currently, the UNSK ICO is dependent on people trusting an anonymous founder. I am currently trying
to gain community trust by building as much of the SSC functionality as I can personally afford, 
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making the website and content as professional as possible, and being available to answer questions.

Crypto investing is extremely risky. This project will almost certainly fail catastrophically if the 
buyback funds are stolen.32 Another risk is that someone seizes control of company wallets and floods 
the market with UNSK. The whole project runs on top of Stellar, a network we have no control over.34 
Regulatory restrictions could crash the entire crypto market. Tether could be revealed to be a scam, 
crashing bitcoin and the entire industry. There are many, many ways this could go wrong. Code is 
fallible. I am not a coder. No coder is infallible. The crypto/blockchain industry is still very new and 
novel exploits appear monthly. 

Unregulated Security Token – According to the SEC (for now)
UNSK is not intended for Americans. UNSK does not provide any of the traditional financial 
investment safeguards or legal recourse of registered securities. However, the UNSK ICO likely fails 
the Howey test since UNSK price largely depends on the efforts and success of the token issuer. 
Therefore, the SEC will likely view this ICO as an unregistered security offering. UNSK does not 
provide equity or company ownership, so it is not a security token - in my opinion. UNSK tokens are 
available immediately upon investment, there was no SAFT. UNSK could be considered a “profit-
backed investment and utility token.” UNSK intends to appreciate token holder value through token 
buyback – PBiP. UNSK makes no promise or guarantee of profit. UNSK does not distribute dividends. 
UNSK is a utility token – it will enable usage of Unsinkable.io premium services like Instant Escrow, 
Freelancer Marketplace, and exclusive online content and discussions.

Due to the likelihood of UNSK being deemed an unregulated security in many countries, The 
Unsinkable Company is assessing incorporation in the Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, Mauritius, Malta, or 
a Baltic Nation. UNSK does not need a bank account, but it would be helpful for Project X. Without a 
need for a bank account The Unsinkable Project does not necessarily need any “official” corporate 
identity. The Stellar network and Stellar assets are borderless, decentralized, and unstoppable. 
Lawmakers tend to react poorly to technological advancements they do not understand and cannot 
control. Some have gone so far as to make restrictive laws that are completely unenforceable. Law 
enforcement and established players could attempt to destroy UNSK by legally or otherwise pursuing 
devs. Since the UNSK ICO is not KYC/AML compliant it may never be legal to trade in the United 
States and other large markets. We could attempt to register UNSK with the SEC and request that only 
accredited investors participate but that is likely impossible with an anonymous founder. Additionally, 
accredited investors = millionaires. I am not going to all this effort to help the rich get richer. 
Inadvertently, that outcome is likely, but The Unsinkable Project intends to make its ICOs, knowledge, 
products, and services as inclusive as possible.

Isn't this just a pyramid/ponzi scheme?
Yes. Sort of. Not really. It depends on who you ask.
This project has similarities to other projects that have openly claimed to be pyramid/ponzi schemes.37 
However, whether or not these were even technically “schemes” is debatable.36 Without a predictable 
maximum number of participants and subsequent crash into the abyss, a pyramid/ponzi can 
theoretically go on forever, effectively making it not a scam. Even for large, legitimate projects like 
Ethereum, the mass amount of speculative crypto investment dwarfs the purchasing done by customers 
utilizing the network, an internet-of-things platform, or utility purpose of coins and tokens. Managing 
this speculative mania is best done through a ponzi-esque structure.
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Pyramid/ponzi schemes are characterized by the people who got in earliest having access to immediate,
quick returns, and thus a safety net, while they lure more and more people in to the scheme.33 With 
little/no actual product the scheme inevitably crashes when all the available people get lured in, leaving
the few who got in early extremely profitable while the 80-90% who got in at the end losing money. 
Trading of the asset involved in the scheme is primarily occurring between people within the scheme. 
Using this definition, all cryptocurrencies are scams, especially bitcoin. But if you believe that 
cryptocurrencies are the future of money then the available people to “lure” in to the “scheme” is 
everyone on the planet. With borderless, instant, unstoppable, uncensorable, nearly free transfers of 
deflationary assets, crypto adoption is an easy future to see.

Unsinkable ICOs have some pyramid/ponzi-esque characteristics. The fact is that the people who got in
on the ICO got the very best price. The price can only go up if more money comes in by drawing in 
more people. When Unsinkable ICOs become popular there are token sale methodologies to ensure 
ICO distribution remains fair and decentralized. Some models that may be implemented for Project X 
include dutch auction, dynamic pricing, continuous token models, and/or dynamic ICO ceiling caps.72

Unbacked cryptos, bitcoin included, can definitely be seen as confidence games. It is mathematically 
possible, although incredibly unlikely, for BTC's value to go to zero. Asset-backed cryptos, like PBiP 
assets and some security tokens, can mathematically never fall below their backed price – whatever the 
token can be redeemed for via available platforms. Ensured by free market arbitrage. Unsinkable assets
are backed by the crowdsourced ICO investment buyback fund. They can mathematically never trade 
below ICO price, even if every token holder decided to sell at ICO price and there were no buyers other
than the buyback fund.

If UNSK ends up being extremely successful it may eventually end up in markets that support short-
selling and futures. The effect these markets will have are beyond my financial understanding. The 
effect of something like “paper” bitcoins or futures markets that are price-based and do not require 
delivery of the commodity/asset would likely be catastrophic. Someone could short an asset they never 
even had and anyone with more money than the company's buyback fund could sell through it. These 
outcomes are feasible if market cap approaches the multi-billions. When BTC finally got big enough to
attract the attention of the banksters and the futures markets, the party came crashing down. No amount
of public support can succeed against the money of the 1%. They now have price control of BTC, just 
like silver, gold, fiat, and every other “store” of value. ETH is next on their “to-conquer” list.

Investment in the UNSK pre-ICO or ICO involves a high degree of risk and should only be made by 
experienced crypto investors able to sustain total loss of their investment who are citizens of countries 
where participating in ICOs is not illegal.

Please only invest an amount you can afford to lose in its entirety.

The math and concepts of this project and white paper have begun peer review but not extensively. 
There are likely mistakes.
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Project X (PXT)
The Unsinkable Project is meant to be a genesis project. It intends to set a new standard for creating 
trustworthy (and nearly trustless) ICO investments. My next deflationary Unsinkable ICO asset will 
likely also be issued on the Stellar network and will hopefully be much better funded. It intends to use 
the IBiPDAICO model, probably 50%, be a regulatory compliant security token, pegged to USD value 
starting at ICO, and of course, carry the Unsinkable ICO Standard and be mathematically impossible to
trade below ICO price. It will use a snapshot of UNSK as the pre-ICO investors (if legally able) and 
PXT soft and hard caps will be determined after successful completion of the UNSK ICO.

If UNSK hits the soft cap I will reveal the real Project X codename. If UNSK hits the hard cap I will 
buy the domains and consult legal about revealing the real Project X token name. In order to be SEC 
compliant, there are many rules about announcements. Project X will be heavier on the DAO part of 
DAICO, incorporating voting and democratic control. The ICO will be run KYC/AML compliant, and 
attempt to be SEC compliant. This may be impossible. In order to receive your UNSK-PXT airdrop 
you will likely have to disclose your identity. It may be necessary to create a KYC/AML compliant 
hard fork of UNSK to legally use as the PXT pre-ICO.

Voting rights and DAO control are complex issues2 and will require extensive research and 
development. Project X will likely start under dev control and transition into democratic control.

Unsinkamoto – Crypto Enthusiast & Entrepreneur - MS Business, BS Mechanical Engineering
Due to the uncertain regulatory future4 of cryptocurrencies, I prefer to remain anonymous. It is likely 
that many countries will determine this token to be an unregulated and unregistered security. While we 
will not advertise to these countries, the Stellar protocol has a built in decentralized trade function and 
we cannot prevent citizens of these countries from trading illegally. If my ambitions and plans ended 
with UNSK then I would consider revealing my identity, given adequate legal protection. However, 
PXT is designed to be decentralized and community-governed. It is my opinion that no 
token/coin/protocol can be truly decentralized without an anonymous founder who eventually steps 
away from the project.

UNSK is a beta test for how to create a truly trustless cryptoeconomic and tokenomic ecosystem. One 
where the issuer cannot run away with the crowdsourced funds or flood the market with their custom 
token, even in the events of token issuer's gross negligence, utter incompetence, and/or intentional 
deception. TUIS will allow innovators in oppressive countries where it may be illegal to launch an ICO
to stay anonymous while chasing their dreams and financial freedom.

I am a small business owner, entrepreneur, real estate investor, motorcycle enthusiast, and crypto day 
trader and investor. Primarily a scalper, since I find the current ICO space so untenable. I have a 
bachelors degree of science in mechanical engineering, specialising in computational mathematics. I 
have a masters degree of science in business management. I have successfully managed freelancers and
have worked for startups as a freelancer. For the last 10 years I have owned and operated a profitable 
small business from home for 10 hours a week to pay my bills. I spend most of my time, 50-80 hours 
per week, obsessing over new hobbies. Since February 2018, that obsession has been crypto. I have 
spent most of 2018 learning day trading strategies, ICO investing, scalping, actively day trading, 
bot/algo trading, and researching - with moderate success, it's been a bear market.
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I love crypto. I want to see it go mainstream but to do that it needs to be cleaned up. We need to enforce
standards that make crypto easy for newcomers. Reduce scams. Provide transparency and openness. 
We need to extend the trustless capabilities and environments enabled by DLT and immutable smart-
contract platforms into ICO tokenomics.

I cannot “prove” to you that this is not an exit scam. I have done my best to use the immutability of 
blockchain to ensure as much risk mitigation as I know how. I have hired an SSC dev who is currently 
working on the nearly trustless UNSK SSC. These improvements and more will be available in the 
Unsinkable “Project X” IBiPDAICO.

The best way I could think of to earn your trust was to pour my heart and soul into this white paper. I 
am literally tearing up as I type this. Grown man, crying at his computer 'cause he's so passionate about
the future of crypto. Damn. Wtf. I really hope this works.

I am not doing this to get rich. I live a comfortable, easy life and issuing a token is a risky decision. 
Sure, getting rich as an added benefit is motivation to work harder, but I am doing this because I cannot
not do it. I am obsessed with this project. I go to sleep thinking about it and wake up working on it. It's 
completely taken over my life. This is the most passionate I have ever been about anything.

Anonymity
I think Satoshi got it right. I think Charlie Lee regrets not being anonymous. I can't find his specific 
tweets right now but they convinced me anonymity is the only option. I respect and admire both 
Nakamoto and Lee. No token/coin/protocol can become truly decentralized if there is a single 
influencer that holds massive sway over it. I have no desire to be a social media “influencer” or get 
threats from the SEC like John McAfee. I intend to aid in the development of The Unsinkable Project 
and Project X for as long as is necessary for PXT to become truly decentralized and self-sustaining. 
UNSK should help give me a good idea of how much development time is required to create an 
Unsinkable self-sustaining token ecosystem. My estimate is 1-3 years.

UNSK is not decentralized. It is a beta-test for The Unsinkable ICO Standard and a real-world study in 
tokenomics. It is controlled by me. The goal is to eventually make UNSK self-sustaining, and maybe 
even decentralized, but it may never be decentralized. UNSK provides no ownership of The Unsinkable
Project. Cryptocurrencies are money, not equity. PXT is intended to become totally decentralized and 
community-governed. If I reveal my identity for UNSK then PXT can no longer be part of The 
Unsinkable Collective. 

The prize XLM for the Stellar Build Challenge would be immensely helpful for initial SSC dev. 
15,000XLM would enable rapid completion of the HODL Wallet and UNSK SSCs. 350,000XLM 
would likely be enough for development of every intended app and feature. 1,500,000XLM would 
likely allow The Unsinkable Company to run all services, including The Unsinkable Exchange's 
premium features without fees. I am not a money-launderer, terrorist, or resident of a territory 
prohibited in the Stellar Build Challenge rules. I believe there is an incredible amount to be gained by 
putting my project in front of the Stellar team, even if I am unable to claim prize XLM. I thoroughly 
appreciate constructive feedback. I will submit to KYC to prove I am not a terrorist or money launderer
if my identity remains out of public purview.
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UNSK intends to prove that The Unsinkable ICO Standard and the Unsinkable SSC are so trustworthy 
and revolutionary that they can successfully crowdsource investment via ICO even with an anonymous 
founder. This will help prove the security of the tokenomic design and SSC to help future 
cryptopreneurs launch trustless Unsinkable IBiPDAICOs even without significant experience or formal
education. Everyone should be able to contribute to the crypto revolution. I believe some of the most 
creative solutions come from people without traditional formal education.

I identify as libertarian. I believe in human equality and freedom from oppression and tyrannical 
government. I believe in the free market. To me, the internet and cryptocurrencies are the most 
beautiful symbiosis of technologies imaginable. We can return to a true free trade barter system, 
globally. Self-policed. Immutable. Transparent. Fair. Glorious.

I would love to see a worldwide marketing campaign to “Tokenize it!” encouraging everyone to 
become a cryptopreneur. To launch an Unsinkable IBiPDAICO and start a business where people can 
redeem the tokenized asset for the real thing – to become a Stellar anchor. We could create the largest 
decentralized global marketplace ever known.

Please provide constructive criticism. I am not asking you to invest or not. This is an extremely risky 
endeavor and I am not a financial advisor. I definitely do not recommend trading this asset if you are 
new to crypto or a citizen of a country where doing so is illegal.27 Any decisions you make with your 
assets are up to you and your personal risk desires. If you agree with the concepts, please share the 
white paper or Unsinkable.io and if this project is too risky for you, please check back once Project X 
becomes available. I am certain this idea can be improved. I believe, together, we can make the crypto 
space inviting to newcomers and help spur the revolution we all desire.

Thank you for your time and consideration. Have a good day.

Official Web Presences – Any other group or handle claiming to be devs is a scam! 
Please report them!

Twitter: @Unsinkamoto @Unsinkableio
Reddit: @Unsinkamoto @TheUnsinkableProject 
Telegram: Unsinkable Chat Unsinkable Channel 
GitHub: TheUnsinkableProject
YouTube: UnsinkableProject
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Thank you for your interest. 
I hope you will take the time to read my white paper and provide constructive criticism.
Unsinkable Chat

The best way to support The Unsinkable Project during the alpha stage is to participate in the 
PICOUNSK ICO. Please limit your investment to an amount you can afford to lose. PICOUNSK is not 
Unsinkable nor is it an IBiPDAICO. No buyback is offered. It will have no utility, purpose, or 
development after the snapshots for the UNSK airdrops. Price after ICO will be decided by the market 
but would logically trade for double UNSK price until the first snapshot and equal to UNSK price until 
the second snapshot. And nothing after that unless someone develops a utility platform using it. No 
exchange listings beyond the Stellar dex will be sought for PICOUNSK but it will always be trade-able
via the Stellar Laboratory.

PICOUNSK snapshot time for the UNSK airdrops will be announced at least 1 week in advance. The 
community will be polled about desired snapshot times. Actual snapshot times may be decided via a 
vote by UNSK HODLers. Possible times for snapshots are:

• end of PICOUNSK ICO
• when the airdrop methodology is tested and ready
• end of UNSK ICO
• prior to exchange listings
• immediately upon 2x and/or 4x UNSK/XLM ICO price reached
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The PICOUNSK ICO (UNSK Pre-ICO) and UNSK ICO began on 6-15-18
The anchor/issuing account is  
GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
The distribution can be viewed at
https://stellar.expert/explorer/public/account/GAAEJ2EZLSOGRTRYRVMTWGDTKM6AUXJHYAU
ZTYJMAUDWHH3MUH5MI2VI
XLM wallets require a minimum balance of .5XLM to show up on the Stellar network.
If you need to create an XLM wallet you can generate the keypair at
https://www.stellar.org/laboratory/#account-creator?network=public
and fund the wallet with a Binance withdrawal. Most exchanges should work, they utilize the “create 
wallet” operation. You should verify with a withdrawal of 2 XLM.

The information necessary to participate in the ICO is contained in this white paper.

I intentionally have not created step-by-step instructions for investing. 

A savvy ICO investor can easily figure out how to participate using public tutorials and the Stellar 
Laboratory. 
https://www.stellar.org/laboratory/#txbuilder?network=public
Participating consists of a “change trust” operation and “manage offer” operation. I will manually 
update the UNSK buyback offer daily until Automatic Buyback is ready.

Feel free to practice on the testnet with 10,000 free test lumens
https://www.stellar.org/laboratory/#account-creator?network=test
Test Asset: TESTUNSK (Alphanumeric 12)
Anchor: GDBTC7ZIVCIX4OV7MBI3Y5TKI74MIVOZ5YI3OZLNXAP7VDS43HDPQW5M

If this white paper is beyond your understanding, please do not invest. I suggest you learn more about 
crypto and/or wait for the Project X ICO.

Please do not invest more than $10,000. If I knew a way to enforce a maximum investment I would. 
This may be deployed before the ICO is over. Currently not all tokens are available for sale to prevent a
single investor buying up the entire supply. I will free up more tokens for sale daily as needed by 
demand.
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Overview
• UNSK is an “Unsinkable,” deflationary, asset issued on the Stellar Lumens (XLM) Network
• The Stellar network and Stellar assets feature 5 second confirmation times, negligible 

transaction fees, imperviousness to 51% attacks, and a built in decentralized exchange (dex)
• With the Stellar dex (SDEX) you can trade your assets securely from your private wallet
• UNSK has a fixed supply, is hyper-deflationary, and comes with an ICO low-price and money*-

back guarantee - as long as the buyback funds are not stolen
• The Unsinkable ICO Standard (TUIS) mathematically guarantees the ICO price is the lowest 

price at which an asset will ever trade
• The Unsinkable Project and Unsinkable.io are focused on information transparency, 

tokenomics, how to ICO responsibly, and crypto newcomer and trading education
• The Unsinkable Project and Project X ICO are designed to be beginner-friendly. 

◦ The UNSK ICO is not. UNSK is a volatile asset intended for knowledgeable crypto traders
• UNSK – volatile, hyper-deflationary cryptocurrency ideal for high reward/risk investors and 

active day traders, issued on the Stellar Lumens (XLM) network
• “Project X” Token (“PXT”) – “stable,” secure, beginner-friendly cryptocurrency ideal for low 

risk investors as an unbeatable store of value, and as an everyday transfer of value – a digital, 
worldwide, replacement for sovereign currency

The Unsinkable Token (UNSK) Details
Token name: UNSK (Alphanumeric 4)
Pre-ICO dates: 6/15/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
ICO dates: 6/18/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
Max supply: 210,000,000 UNSK
ICO Token Price: .0333333 XLM/UNSK
Network: Stellar Lumens (XLM)
Issuing Account: 
GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
Accepted investments: XLM
Money*-back and ICO low-price guarantee
Buyback Price: .03303 XLM ~ 99% ICO price
No pre-sale, no private sales, no minimums, no bonuses for large investors
Pre-ICO bonus: 100% - half locked until 3 months after ICO end date and 2x ICO price, half locked 
until 6 months after ICO end date or 4x ICO price, minimum price for unlock - .04XLM/UNSK
Team tokens vested until 1 year after ICO end date, minimum price for unlock - .04XLM/UNSK
Soft Cap: $200,000 (~675,000 - 1,000,000 XLM)
Hard Cap: 3,500,000 XLM (~$1M)

Token Distribution – max total supply – 210,000,000 UNSK
48% - ICO Investors – max 100,800,000 UNSK
2% - Pre-ICO – vested for 3 months, 6 months, or 2x ICO price, requiring a minimum UNSK/XLM 

market price 120% ICO price (.04XLM/UNSK) – max 4,200,000 UNSK
10% - Operations – max 21,000,000 UNSK
10% - Team - vested until 1 year after ICO end with min 120% ICO price – max 21,000,000 UNSK
30% - Bank – unlocking quarterly, only if needed – 1/3 3 months after ICO end, the second 1/3 6 

months after ICO, the final 1/3 9 months after ICO end – max 63,000,000 UNSK
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PICOUNSK (Pre-ICO UNSK)
Token name: PICOUNSK (Alphanumeric 12)
ICO dates: 6/15/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
Max supply: 2,100,000 – 100% investors
ICO Token Price: .0333333 XLM/PICOUNSK
Network: Stellar Lumens (XLM)
Issuing Account: 
GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
Accepted investments: XLM
No buyback, no planned development
Hard Cap: 70,000 XLM (~$20,000)

PICOUNSK airdrops will provide a 100% bonus of UNSK tokens, compared to investing XLM in the 
UNSK ICO, only after both airdrops have met their vestment unlock requirements. If required UNSK 
market price is never reached, PICOUNSK investors will end up with 0 UNSK.

PICOUNSK snapshot time for the UNSK airdrops will be announced at least 1 week in advance. The 
community will be polled about desired snapshot times. Actual snapshot times may be decided via a 
vote by UNSK HODLers. Possible times for snapshots are:

• end of PICOUNSK ICO
• when the airdrop methodology is tested and ready
• end of UNSK ICO
• prior to exchange listings
• immediately upon 2x and/or 4x UNSK/XLM ICO price reached
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Resources
I know, citation is pathetically sparse in this whitepaper, I'm working on it. Not my highest priority 
right now. I have read each of these sources, along with many more, and consider their concepts to be 
influential towards The Unsinkable Project and this white paper. Please consider them as further 
reading, the sources towards the end are very current. I will continue to add as I learn and develop.

1. https://cointelegraph.com/explained/what-is-a-daico-explained
2. https://news.bitcoin.com/token-holders-dont-give-damn-voting-rights-community-governance/
3. https://medium.com/blocksimple
4. https://www.stellar.org/blog/3-common-misconceptions-about-ICO-law/
5. https://www.stellar.org/blog/understanding-initial-coin-offerings/
6. https://www.stellar.org/blog/regulatory-strategy-for-tokenization-and-ico/
7. https://medium.com/blocksimple/the-ico-better-for-companies-investors-and-customers-

d0768000a6f7
8. https://medium.com/coinmonks/ico-with-stellar-1ced0c729928
9. https://www.coindesk.com/why-a-39-million-ico-chose-stellar-over-ethereum/
10. https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/concepts/inflation.html
11. https://cryptoslate.com/seven-key-signs-ico-scam/
12. https://medium.com/@robdurst/i-just-wrote-a-stellar-smart-contract-7f54a391f5e1
13. https://galactictalk.org/d/902-smart-contract-examples
14. https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/concepts/multi-sig.html
15. https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/concepts/list-of-operations.html#change-trust
16. https://hackernoon.com/i-just-wrote-a-stellar-smart-contract-pt-2-lets-dive-a-little-deeper-

a8dae19b9d0a
17. https://hackernoon.com/how-to-make-a-custom-token-on-stellar-ae5296512a2e
18. https://steemit.com/cryptocurrency/@fredrick/warning-the-coming-stellar-lumens-xlm-price-

collapse-and-how-to-profit-from-it
19. https://medium.com/@coinmarketcapped/part-a2-false-circulating-supply-changes-market-

capitalisation-ranking-value-of-coins-e2588719fa53
20. http://bitcoinist.com/humena-club-launches-pre-ico-continuous-buy-back-program-limiting-

risk-potential-ico-participants/
21. https://steemit.com/cryptocurrency/@devko100x/understanding-coin-supply-of-cryptocurrency
22. https://medium.com/@reviewcryptos/less-is-more-in-crypto-why-circulating-supply-matters-

bcb328f06991
23. https://globalcoinreport.com/the-battle-between-stellar-lumens-xlm-and-ripple-xrp/
24. https://globalcoinreport.com/stellar-lumens-xlm-cryptocurrency-doing-great-here-is-why/
25. https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/walkthroughs/stellar-smart-contracts.html
26. https://www.coinstaker.com/difference-ico-hard-cap-soft-cap/
27. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/07/the-sec-made-it-clearer-that-securities-laws-apply-to-

cryptocurrencies.html
28. https://www.sec.gov/ICO
29. https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/enforcement-tm-statement-potentially-unlawful-

online-platforms-trading
30. https://medium.com/@TrustlessState/incentive-loops-how-crypto-actually-fixes-stuff-

a7aa7aa3ae04
31. https://cryptocurrencyfacts.com/tip-consider-buying-the-token-after-the-ico/
32. http://hackingdistributed.com/2016/06/18/analysis-of-the-dao-exploit/
33. https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1998/05/pyramid-schemes
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34. https://newcoin.com/news/ripplestellar-consensus-system-may-have-serious-issues/
35. https://medium.com/@Cryptokeeper/from-the-ashes-of-a-broken-smart-contract-the-ether-

phoenix-arises-draft-fda9758e4037
36. https://medium.com/@Cryptokeeper/the-smart-contract-ponzi-scheme-that-isnt-really-a-ponzi-

scheme-e1f26d0eedc6
37. https://nulltx.com/ethereum-now-has-its-own-self-sustaining-pyramid-scheme/
38. https://medium.com/@surematics/ethereum-fixing-the-legal-problem-of-the-dao-4cae1eea63a6
39. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-sue-dao-stephen-palley
40. https://www.google.com/amp/observer.com/2016/05/dao-decenteralized-autonomous-

organizatons/amp/
41. https://hackernoon.com/bitconnect-anatomy-of-a-scam-61e9a395f9ed
42. http://awildduck.com/?p=5192
43. http://awildduck.com/?p=5249
44. https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/03/01/590076973/sec-investigates-

cryptocurrency-offerings
45. https://www.quora.com/Are-Ripple-Nem-and-Stellar-just-Pump-and-Dumps-Ponzis-or-

outright-scams
46. https://blog.citowise.com/the-basics-coin-vs-token-what-is-the-difference-5cd270591538
47. https://blog.chronobank.io/token-vs-coin-whats-the-difference-5ef7580d1199
48. https://masterthecrypto.com/differences-between-cryptocurrency-coins-and-tokens/
49. https://cointelegraph.com/news/report-1-1-bln-in-crypto-has-been-stolen-this-year
50. https://applicature.com/blog/ico-friendly-countries-2018
51. https://www.devteam.space/blog/ico-marketing-checklist/
52. https://cryptobriefing.com/raining-cash-binance/
53. https://www.businessinsider.nl/daily-cryptocurrency-volumes-vs-stock-market-volumes-2017-

12/?international=true&r=UK
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'Cause it's the ICO standard we need. And deserve. 
And 'cause crypto folk get raging boners over mathematical guarantees.
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Roadmap – This is subject to major changes. These are my best estimates given current understanding.

Dinghy (Alpha) Phase – 5/18 ~ 8/31/18
Project Conception – 5/18
White paper first draft (v0.1) – 5/22/18
PICOUNSK and UNSK token creation – 6/8/18
White paper first public release (v0.39) – 6/15/18
UNSK Pre-ICO (PICOUNSK ICO) begins – 6/15/18
Unsinkable.io Launches – 6/15/18
First public announcements (twitter, reddit) – 6/15/18
UNSK ICO begins – 6/18/18
White paper peer review (ongoing)
Hire SSC dev – 7/12/18
HODL Wallet and UNSK SSC deliverable outline – 18 parts - 7/13/18
First working UNSK SSC deliverable (1 & 2 of 18) – HODL Wallet UI testnet 7/19/18
Explanatory/Marketing Video – 7/31/18 - https://youtu.be/Tifzrc0aKPY
Stellar Build Challenge Announcement – 7/31/18 - https://galactictalk.org/d/1584-the-unsinkable-
project-icos-should-have-a-low-price-and-money-back-guarantee
Unsinkable.io Learn Content Updates – 8/9/18
Submission to Stellar Build Challenge – 8/9/18
UNSK SSC Minimum Functionality achieved (Automatic Buyback Offering, Core HODL Wallet 
Functionality, and Immutable UNSK Crowdfunding Contract)

In order to move into Rowboat (Beta) Phase The Unsinkable Project requires minimum UNSK SSC 
functionality and white paper peer review.

Rowboat (Beta) Phase – planned 9/1/18 – 1/1/19
White paper v0.5 public release
HODL Wallet beta
Unsinkable SSC Security Bug Bounty begins
Unsinkable Ambassador Program begins
Seek Stellar Partnerships
Unsinkable.io Page Videos
Hire web dev
Hire ICO consultant?
Hire legal
Hire security expert
Hire advertising?
Bounty program?
Hire social media manager?
Video Lessons
Begin applying for exchange listings
Web Platform improvements

Token Stats/Trading Page
More Page Videos
HODL chats
HODL based voting
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Pony Up Instant Escrow Service
Freelancer Marketplace Beta

White paper 1.0 release
UNSK ICO ends

Rowboat (Beta) Phase ends when white paper v1.0 is released.

Sailboat (1.0) Phase – planned 1/1/19 – 6/1/19
Web Platform improvements

HODL based “summon buywall”
Reddit-style content voting UI
ICO ratings
The Unsinkable Exchange UI
HODL Wallet App
Pony Up Instant Crypto Escrow App
The Unsinkable Exchange App

Speedboat (2.0) Phase – planned 6/1/19 – 1/1/20
Project X white paper release
Project X Platform beta
Project X ICO
“PXT” Exchange listings
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Major Changes
4.06
Profit model and fund distribution detail

4.05
Editing

4.04
Unsinkable Exchange detail
Anonymity

4.03
Freelancer Marketplace
Ambassador Program
UNSK SSC Security Bounty
Issuer can never control >10% of circulating supply

4.02
Introduction of Changelog
No company or initially locked tokens can enter the circulating supply if UNSK market price is under 
120% ICO price.
Softcap $200k
More HODL Wallet detail
Roadmap update
Nautical phase names
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